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The Spherical Fourier Transform of Rapidly Decreasing 
Functions. A Simple Proof of a Characterization due to 
Harish-Chandra, Helgason, Trombi, and Varadarajan 
JEAN-PHILIPP~ ANKF.R* 
Hariah-Chandra. S. Helgason, P. C. Trombi, and V. S. Varadarajan have 
described the image of the Lp Schwartz spaces (0~ pd 2), llnder the spherical 
Fourier transform. We give a short proof of their results, based on the 
Paley-Wiener theorem. ( ,991 Academic Pm\. Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a real semisimple Lie group, connected, noncompact, with finite 
center, and let K be a maximal compact subgroup. We refer to Section 1 for 
the notation and the basic definitions. 
For O< p< 2, let Yp(K\G/K) be the Lp Schwartz space of bi-K- 
invariant functions on G. For E 2 0, let Y’(a,T) be the Schwartz space on 
the tube a,* =a* +ico( W.&P) and let .Y(a%)” be the subspace of 
W-invariants in Y(a,*). ln this paper, we give a simple proof of the 
following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let O<p<2 ands=2/p- 1. 
(i ) The spherical Fourier transfbrm (Harish-Chandra transfbrm) 
is a topological isomorphism between ,YP(K\G/K) and Y’(a,*) @‘. 
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(ii) The inverse transform is given /I) 
.Fh(x) = const ” 
! 
d/l (c(E,)j z h(i) cpi,(.U). (2) 
0 * 
Theorem 1, for p = 2, is an important result of Harish-Chandra [Hal, 
Ha2, Ha3]. It was extended to O< p< 2 by P. C. Trombi and V. S. 
Varadarajan [TV]. Particular cases were considered in [EMl, EM2, He2, 
T]. See also [Fl, Rou]. Using an idea of L. Vretare [V] and interpolation 
theory, J.-L. Clerc [C] was able to reduce the proof of Theorem 1 to the 
case p = 2. But, even with this simplification, the proof of Theorem 1 
remained difficult. The recent book [GV] is centered on the original proofs 
of Theorem 1. 
Our proof is based on a variant of the Paley-Wiener theorem. Let 
$9Cx(K\G/K) be the space of bi-K-invariant functions on G, which are C * 
and have compact support. Let Y(az) be the space of entire functions on 
a:, which are of e.uponential type and rapidly decreasing, and let .Y(ar)” 
be the subspace of W-invariants in Y(a:). 
THEOREM 2. (i) .X is an isomorphism hetkreen %;:(K\G/K) and 
,?(a:)“. 
(ii) More precisely, ,f has support in the hall 
only if X,f is oJ’ exponential type R. 
(iii) The inverse tramform is given Hal (2). 
This result is due to S. Helgason [Hell and R Gangolli [G]. Their 
original proof relied on Theorem 1 with p = 2. J. Rosenberg [Ros] 
observed that this is in fact not necessary. The modified proof can be found 
in the books [He4, GV]. A different proof of part (i) was recently obtained 
by M. Flensted-Jensen [F2]. 
As mentioned above, we will deduce Theorem 1 from (a variant of) 
Theorem 2. The main arguments come from another paper [A2]. We hope 
that these ideas will help to solve other problems of harmonic analysis on 
semisimple Lie groups. 
It may come as a surprise that Theorem 1 is merely a consequence of 
Theorem 2. Apparently, specialists considered Theorem 1 as a much harder 
result, whose proof requires necessarily a lot of additional work (see [He4, 
p. 493; GV, p. 2991). 
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we recall the basic nota- 
tions, definitions, and results that will be used in the course of the paper. 
Section 2 deals with a variant of Theorem 2. Section 3 is devoted to the 
proof of Theorem 1. In Section 4, we make some additional remarks. 
We have tried to keep the presentation as elementary as possible. There- 
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fore, we will sometimes reprove basic results, when our proofs appear to 
simplify the references in the literature. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we recall some basic results in spherical harmonic 
analysis on semisimple Lie groups. [He4, GV] are excellent books on the 
subject. We refer to them for more details. 
We begin with some notation. Let G be a real semisimple Lie group, 
connected, noncompact, with finite center. Let g be its Lie algebra and let 
U(g) be the universal enveloping algebra of 9. 
The elements of U(g) act on V”‘(G), as differential operators, on both 
sides. Following Harish-Chandra, we shall writef‘(D: x; E) for the action of 
(ll,E)~U(g)xU(g) onf‘E%“(G) at XEG. Explicitly, 
d 
i I 
f? c7 ? 
,f‘(D; x; E) = -...--...- 
8s i%,, dr , ?t,, ji (, = = ii,= ,, = -z I,. 7 0 
x.f‘((cxps,X,)..‘(exps,,X,).u(exp t, Y,)...(exp r,,Y,)) 
if D=X,...X,,,E=Y,'..Y,(X,,...,X,, Y,,...,Y,cg). 
Let 9 = f 0 5 be a Cartan decomposition and let K be the maximal com- 
pact subgroup of G with Lie algebra I. The Killing form of 9 induces an 
Ad K-invariant scalar product on 5 and hence a G-invariant Riemannian 
metric on G/K (or K\G). With this structure, G/K is a Riemannian globally 
symmetric space of the noncompact type. We shall identify functions on 
G/K (resp. K\G) with functions on G which are K-invariant on the right 
(resp. on the left). 
Fix a maximal abelian subspace g in 5. Denote its real dual by a* and 
its complex dual by a:. The Killing form of g induces a scalar product on 
a, and hence on a*. We denote by ( ., ) its C-bilinear extension to a& 
Let g=chO(OaE~ g,) be the decomposition of g into eigenspaces for 
ad a. Here, go = m @ a, where m is the centralizer of a in 1, and Cc a* is 
the root system of (g, a). Let W be the Weyl group associated to 21 
Choose a set Z + of positive roots. Let a + c a be the correspondmg - 
positive Weyl chamber and let a+ be its closure. Denote by a* + and F 
the similar cones in a*. n = od t ,r+ g, is a (nilpotent) subalgebra of n. p is 
the element of a* defined by 
p(N) = f tr(ad N(,,) = 4 c m,cc(N), 
XEZ 
where m2 = dim g,. 
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Let A be the analytic subgroup of G with Lie algebra a. A is closed in 
G and the exponential map is an isomorphism from a (considered as an 
abelian Lie group) onto A. We put A + = exp a +. Its closure in G is A ’ = - 
exp a+. Let N be the analytic subgroup of G with Lie algebra II. It is closed 
in G. Let M be the centralizer of A in K. 
We need two decompositions of G. The first one is the Cartun decomposi- 
tion G=KAfK: 
and a!;; 
every element .Y E G can be written I = k, uk2, with k,, kz E K 
(ii) the A-component is uniquely determined modulo W; in par- 
ticular, it is well defined in F; 
(iii) the map (k,,a,k,)++k,ukZ of KxAxK in G induces a dif- 
feomorphism of (K/M) x A + x K (or K x A + x (M\K)) onto an open dense 
subset of G. 
Viewed in G/K (or K\G), the Cartan decomposition is an analogue of the - 
polar decomposition in R”. Let .Y + - be the a +-component of x E G in the 
decomposition G= K(exp a+)K and let 1x1 = IIx+ll. Viewed on G/K (or 
K\G), /. 1 is the distance to the origin 0 = {K). In the Cartan decomposi- 
tion, the Haar measure of G is given by 
n 
! 
dxf‘(x)=const [ dk, 1 dH6(H) [ dkzf(k,(exp H) k?), (3) 
G -K n + -K 
where 6(H) = n,,, - sinh”‘l r(H) and “const” is a positive normalizing 
constant. We shall use the following obvious estimate for the density S: 
- 
0 < 6(H) < ce”“‘“’ (HEa+). (4) 
We pass to the Zwa.w~ca decomposition G = KAN. This time, the map 
(k, u, n) H kan in a global diffeomorphism of K x A x N onto G. Viewed in 
K\G, the Iwasawa decomposition is an analogue of the decomposition 
R” = R x Iw”~~ ‘. Let k(x) and H(x) be the components of x E G in K and a, 
according to the decomposition G = K(exp a) N. Here is a basic estimate 
for the projection H: 
IIW-~111 d c 1.~1 (s E G) (5) 
(see [He3, Chap. VI, Exercise B.2.iv; He4, p. 476; GV, Lemma 4.6.71). In 
the Iwasawa decomposition, the Haar measure is given by 
[ dxf’(.u)=const 1 dk Ifi, dHeZJ”H) i dn ,f(k(exp H)n), (6) 
G “K ” \’ 
where “const” is a positive normalizing constant. 
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The .spherical principal series of G are the representations rrj. (I. E a:) of 
G, induced by the characters m(exp H)nt+ P”‘~) of the (minimal 
parabolic) subgroup P= MAN. They are realized on the Hilbert space 
L’(K/M) by the formula 
{TI,(x)~}(kM)=r (I/ +fi’J(lf(t ‘k”<(k(uy i/q M), 
Note that the restriction of rrc; to K is simply given by 
(n;(k,)S}(krW = m, ‘k,). 
ln particular, the K-invariants are the constant functions on K/M. The 
representation rrj is unitary on L’(K/M) if and only if i E a*. In general, we 
have 
{7r;,(.x)>* =71;(x -I). (7) 
The spherical jimctions of G are the matrix coefficients 
q,(x)= (nj,(x) 1, I)=/ dke ‘ri+“)‘H’r ‘? 
x 
(8) 
By (7), we have also 
The last expression is the classical integral formula of Harish-Chandra. We 
collect now some properties of the spherical functions. 
w~;?ry;ny )3; a (;I Th e expression cp ;(x) is hi-K-invariant in x E G and 
* : 
(ii) The e.upression q,(x) is a C’ ,function in .Y and a holomorphic 
function in /1. 
(iii) The spherical functions cp;. are joint eigeqfunctions for all 
G-incariant differential operators OH G/K. In particular, 
dVi= -((i. A> + IIPl12) ‘P;. 
for the Laplacian A on G/K. 
(iv) We hatle 
- 
.fbr some constants c, a > 0. 
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(v) we have 
- __ 
0 -c cp ,,.(exp H) d e”H’cp,,(exp H) (HEa+,j.ea*+). 
(vi) Giwn D, E E U(g). there is II comtunt c > 0 such that 
lc~r(D; .~; E)l ~ ~( II~“(( + 1 )dr~“tdrlr” (Pllmj.(-~). 
(vii) Given a pol~womial PcS(n*), there is u constunt c>O such thut 
iP(?i’?i.) cp,(.r)( <c(Ix( + I)dcgI’(p,,m,(.Y). 
The basic properties (i), (ii), (iii) are proved in [He4; GV]. (iv) is a 
fundamental estimate in the work of Harish-Chandra. For a proof, see 
[He4, Chap. IV, Exercise Bl; GV, Sect. 4.61. An optimal estimate was 
obtained by the author [Al]. (v) is proved in [GV, Proposition 4.6.11. 
(vi) and (vii) may be deduced from the results in [GV. Sect. 4.61. For 
convenience, we include simple direct proofs. 
Proof‘ of‘ (vi). (a) We begin with some notation, concerning the 
universal enveloping algebra U(g). Firstly, let D H D* be the anti- 
automorphism of U(g) generated by X H - X (X+z n). In other words, D* 
is the formal adjoint of D. Secondly, the adjoint representation of G on ~1 
extends uniquely to U(R). We still denote it by the symbol Ad. 
(b) From (7)and (8). wehavecp,.(D; x: E)=(n,(s)z;.(E) 1, TC,(D*) I). 
A rough estimate gives 
(c) We are left with the problem of estimating the functions n;“(E) 1 
and n,(D*) 1 on K/IV. Let us do it for the first one. We introduce the 
auxiliary function g,(.u) = tj I”* “Mu”‘) on G. R) is K-invariant on the left 
and N-invariant on the right. We have 
(z,,(E)l)(kM)=g,(E*;k)=g,.((Adk ‘)E*). 
There exist functions <, , . . . . <,,, E% ’ (K) and elements E,. . . . . E,,, E U(g) of 
degree <deg E such that (Ad k ‘) E* = C;‘I I z,(k) E,. By the Pttinccrrt; 
BirkoJf- Witt theorem, we know that U(g) = U(a)@ (fU(g) + U(c~)n). Let 
E; be the U(n)-component of E, in this decomposition. Since 0 is abelian, 
U(a) coincides with the symmetric algebra S(a) over a. So, E; is a polyno- 
mial function on aa. 
Putting everything together, we obtain 
1,1 
{n,(E) 1 }(kM) = c i,(k) E;( -ii-p). 
i- 1 
From this, it is clear that I(n,(E)lIj.,,.,,,,~~(11~.1/ + I)@‘;. 
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Proof of’ (vii). From (9), we have 
(vii) follows from the estimate /P(iH(uk))l <c((.~) + I jdrgr. which is a 
consequence of (5 ). 
The spherical Fourier tramform (sometimes called the Harish-Chat&a 
transform) is defined by 
Xf(2) = i‘ u’s ,1’(x) cp ,(.Y), (1) 
(r 
for nice bi-K-invariant functions on G. 
Let V k (K/G/K) be the space of bi-K-invariant functions on G, which are 
C’ and have compact support. The effect of the transform .F on the space 
‘GrX(K\G/K) is described in Theorem 2 (see the introduction). There, c(R) 
is the Harish-C/tundra c-,fimction. It is explicitly known (see rHe4, 
Chap. IV, Sect. 6; GV, Sect. 4.7 1). We shall only need the following rough 
estimate: 
/c(i)\ - z < c( /Ii/l + 1 y (E. E a*) (10) 
for some constants c, h > 0 (see [He4, Chap. IV, Proposition 7.2; GV, 
Proposition 4.7.151). 
The Plancherel theorem for bi-K-invariant functions on G is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. 2 e.wten& uniquel~~ to an isometq! ,from i.‘(K\G/K) onto 
l!!‘(n*, const (c(i.)J -’ r/?.)‘.. 
Here, “const” is the normalizing constant in Theorem 2. As usual, the 
superscript “W” refers to W-invariants. 
The Abel transform is defined by 
.~,f(H)=e”lH’~,~dn,J.((exp H)n) (HE(I), (II) 
for nice bi-K-invariant functions on G. Let 
.Fg(;)=j- dHg(H)e-‘“‘“’ 
<I 
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be the classical Fourier transjform on a. Then, the following diagram is 
commutative (up to a positive normalizing constant): 
;/\ (12) 
%‘: (K\G/K) 7 % ,’ (a)” 
The commutativity is an immediate consequence of the integral formulas 
(6) (9). The fact that .nZ maps ecx(K\G/K) into g,“(a)U’ is proved in 
[He4, Chap. I, Theorem 5.7, and Chap. IV, Corollary 7.4; GV, Proposi- 
tion 3.3.21. The following result, due to S. Helgason, follows now from 
Theorem 2 and the classical Pale))- Wiener theorem. 
PROPOSITION 5. (i) .d is an isomorphism hetseen %f (K\,G/K) and 
%;“‘(ll)“. 
(ii) More precisells, ,f’ has support in the hall (.K E G ( 1.~1 6 R ) if’ and 
only if cd.f‘ has support in the ball ( HE a 1 I/ HI/ < R) 
We come to the definition of the L” Schlvartz spaces ,Yp(K’,G,‘K). For 
0 < p 6 2, Y”‘(K\G/K) consists of all functions ,f‘~ 55 X (K\G/K) which 
satisfy 
for any D, EE U(g) and any (integer) s > 0. The topology of .Vp( K\GiK) 
is defined by the seminorms 
o’,“.:,,(f) = sup (1.~1 + 1 )’ cpo(.~) ’ ” I,f‘(D; x; E)]. 
\ i G 
The Lp denomination comes from the fact that .Y”(K\G/K) is a dense 
subspace of L“(K\G/K) for pdq< + X, while it is not contained in 
LY(K\G/K) for 0 < q < p. 
LEMMA 6. Let O< pd2. 
(i) .Yp(K\GIK) is a FrPchet spare. 
(ii) %f (K\,G/K) is a dense s&space qf.Y”(K\,G/K). 
For a proof, see [GV, Sect. 6.1. 7.81. It is also shown there that we can 
reduce ourselves to one-side derivatives, in the definitions above. A better 
result will follow from the proof of Theorem 1 (see Section 4). 
We conclude with the Schwartz spaces Y’(a,*) w. Fix E > 0. Let C”” be the 
convex hull of the set W. EP in a* and let a: = a* + iC’$’ be the tube in ai 
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with base C’.“. For i: = 0, at is reduced to a*. For t: > 0. the interior of a,* 
is a tube domain around a*. 
The Srhrc~rtz s~zzce .V(nP) consists of all complex valued functions /I 
such that 
(i) 11 is holomorphic in the interior of a:. 
(ii) h and all its derivatives extend continuously to a,*. 
(iii) for any polynomial PES((I*) and any (integer) t>O, 
The topology of ,i/‘(a,*) is defined by the seminorms 
We denote by ,Y’(cI,*)~ the subspace of W-invariants in .Y(a:). 
The definition of 9(a;*) requires some comments. For F = 0, condition (i) 
is empty. Y’(a,*) is the classical Schu~urtz spuce on a*. For i-: > 0, conditions 
(i), (ii), (iii) are redundant. Actually, (ii) and (iii) follow easily from (i) and 
(iii’) for any polynomial P E S(a*) and any (integer) t > 0. 
(see [GV, p. 3321). 
LEMMA 7. Let E 3 0. 
(i) Y’(aF) “’ is (I F&&et algebra (under pointllise multiplication). c I 
(ii ) 9( a: ) “’ is a dense suhalgehra of .V( a: ) “‘. 
Sketch qfprooj: (i) is obvious. (ii) is proved via the classical Fourier 
tramfbrm 9. 
We introduce the auxiliary function 
on a. Let <y,,(a) be the space of all functions g E g L(a) such that 
SUP (ll~ll -t 1)’ Gosh,,,(H) 
I/ t cl 
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for any polynomial P E S(a) and any s >, 0. :<,,(a) is a Frechet space. for the 
obvious topology. 
We have two W-equivariant topological isomorphisms: 
~ the map R N Gosh,,, g, between :5,,(n) and the classical Schwartz 
space .‘p(a), 
~ the Fourier transform 3, between <Y&,(a) and ,Y’(n,*). 
It follows that %<?(a)” is dense in >/;T,,(u)” and, hence, :+‘(a:)” in Y(~I,*)~‘-. 
We refer to [GV, Sect. 7.71 for some more details. 
2. A VARIANT OF THE PALEY-WIENER THEOREM 
Throughout this section, we shall fix A E a* -I. Let C,’ be the convex hull 
of the set W.A in a* and let C’,,= {HEali( 1 (~.EC”)) be the polar 
set of C”. 
LEMMA 8. (i) C,’ and C , are W-incariant convex compact neigh- 
borhoods of the origin. 
(ii) C”= (~.~a*l(~~.~)(H)dn(H)(,~E W,HEa+)J. 
(iii) a*+ nC“= jifza*+ Ij.(H)</I(H)(HEa+)). 
- - 
(iv) a+nC’,=(HEa+ln(N)dl). 
ProqfI For C’, the assertions are well known (see [He4, Chap. IV, 
Lemma 8.3; GV, Proposition 3.5.4, Lemma 7.7.21). For C,‘, (i) follows 
from by polarity. (iv) is a consequence of the basic inequality 
- - 
(11’ i)(H) d i(H) (it’ E W, j. E a * +, HEa+). 
We introduce the function q”(i.) = sup,, (.I i(H) on a*. This is the guuge 
associated to C”. Here is a variant of the classical Paley- Wiener theorem. 
PROPOSITION 9. The Fourier transform .B is un isomorphism hetw>een 
the space of all ( W-inuariunt ) ,functions g E %’ ’ (a) with supp g c C,, and the 
space of ~11 ( W-itwariunt) entirefirnctions h on a: such that 
sup e “‘(‘mL’( /(AI/ + 1 )’ (h(R)( < + x (120). (13) 
I to,* 
We want to prove a similar result for the spherical Fourier transform X. 
Write G, = K(exp C,) K. 
THEOREM 10. 2 is an isomorphism hetrc,een the space of all ,function.s 
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,f‘~ %‘“‘(K\GIK) MYth supp ,f c G,,, and the space of all W-invariant entire 
functions h on a: satisfying ( 13 ). 
Theorem 10 is proved like Theorem 2. We shall just indicate how to 
modify the usual proof [He4, Chap. IV, Sect. 7; GV, Sect. 6.61. 
(a) Let .f E % ‘(K\G/K) with supp fc G,,. The fact that ,Y,f satisfies 
( 13) follows from the commutative diagram ( 12), Corollary I2 below, and 
Proposition 9. 
- 
LEMMA 11. Let ,i~a*+ and HEO+. We hacr 
i(H),<i.(((exp H)n)+) (n E N). (14) 
Proof: Let n be an irreducible (spherical) representation of G on a finite 
dimensional vector space V. We consider a scalar product on V such that 
n(X) is skew hermitian (resp. hermitian) if XE f (resp. if XE 5). Let p E a* + 
be the highest weight of n and let CE V be a corresponding normalized 
eigenvector. We write (exp H)n = k,(exp H’ ) k2 according to the Cartan - 
decomposition G = K(exp a + ) K. Then, 
eptH’= lIrr(exp H) n(n)ull d /Irc(exp H) n(n)11 
< Iln(k, III lln(exp H + Ill ll~(k2)ll = e”‘” I’. 
So, we have shown that p(H) d p( H ’ ). 
This gives ( 14) since the k’s generate the cone a* + (see [He4, Chap. V, 
Theorem 4.11). 
Remark. Here is another way of stating Lemma 11: Let /LIZ a* and - 
Heat. IfH$C,, then ((exp H)n)+$C,, jbr ever?: nEN. 
This assertion remains true for any HE a. In this more general form, it 
is indeed equivalent to the following result of B. Kostant (see [He4, 
Chap. IV, Theorem 10.51): Let HE a. Then H((exp H)k) helongs ro the 
comex hull of the set W. H in a, .for every k E K. 
COROLLARY 12. Let f’~ V(K\GIK) n,ith supp ,f c G,/,. Then df E 
?7(” (a) w with supp(.df‘) c C,, 
Prooj: We already know that df belongs to %?<? (a) w. Let HE a+ with 
.4(H) > 1. By Lemma 11, the expression 
df (H) = ePIH’ i dn f((exp HI n) - A 
(11) 
is equal to 0. 
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(b) Let h be an entire function on at, which is M/-invariant and 
which satisfies (13). We shall see that the IIYICCJ puch-rt 
.fh(x) = const [ cr’i, /c(;)/ ’ /I(;.) cp,(.r) (21 
- 0 * 
vanishes outside of G,, , following closely the usual proof [He4, Chap. IV, 
pp. 451-453: GV, pp. 289-2921. 
Introducing the Hurish-Chundra r.vpmsion 
cpJexp H) = t’ ~““” ,,:,, c(w.2) &I” ‘)“‘I 1 r,,(w ‘2) f’ i”M1, 
pi 1. 
this amounts to showing that the expression 
is equal to 0, for any p E L and for HE a+ with A(H) > 1. Shifting the 
integration in a,*, one can write 
Q,,(H)=j di.c(--i-ir,4m’ T,,(i,+irii)k(i+irn)c’” “)“I’ 
(1 *
(PEL, Hen+, r30). 
This leads to the estimate 
) Q,(( H)l < &” ’ ,I”‘)’ (/MEL, Hen +, r>O), 
for some constant c > 0. Letting r -+ + X, we obtain Q,,(H) = 0, if 
A(H) > 1. Theorem IO is now clear. 
Combining Proposition 9 and Theorem 10, we obtain the following 
improvement of Proposition 5 (and Corollary 12). 
PROPOSITION 13. 7% Abel transform .d is un isomorphim hrt~~wrl the 
space of all .f‘~ 55” (K\GjK) \l.ith supp ,f’c G , und the spuw of ~11 
g E 5% L (n) I(’ trith supp K c C,, 
This result will be our basic tool in the proof of Theorem I. 
3. A SHORT PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Throughout this section, we shall fix 0 < p ,< 2 and set i: = 2/p - 1. We 
begin with the easy part of the proof. 
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LEMMA 14. A‘ rnups Yp( K\,G/K) coniinuousl~~ inro >/‘(a,*)“‘. 
This is proved in [GV. Theorem 6.2.2, Theorem 7.8.61. Simpler 
arguments can be found in [He2, pp. 28-313. We sketch a proof along 
these lines, for convenience and for a later use. 
Sketch of’Proof~ Let ,f’E .Yp(K\,G/K). It is easy to see that 
defines a W-invariant function on a:, which satisfies conditions (i), (ii) in 
the definition of ,Y(aP). This follows indeed from (3) (4) and (i), (ii), (iv), 
(v), (vii) in Proposition 3. 
It remains for us to show that, given a (continuous) seminorm 7 on 
:!(a,!), we can find a (continuous) seminorm (T on .Y”‘(K:,GIK) such that 
WV) 6 o(f) (I‘E.Y”(K\G/K)). 
We observe now that the space .V(aP) and its topology are also determined 
by the seminorms 
where P is any polynomial in S(CI*) and t is any integer 30. 
Let us fix such a seminorm T. Using (iii) in Proposition 3, we see that 
P & (((j.,j.)+ l~pll’)‘.X.f‘(i.)J =j 
i 1 
d-+A)r.fl.~) P & (P 
! :i 
;.(-VI. 
6 
Equations (3). (4) give the estimate 
On one hand, we have, 
for some .Y > 0. This follows from (i), (iv), (v), (vii) in Proposition 3 and 
from the inequality 
Ilm(\r.A)(H)I dt:p(H) (WE W. HELI + ), (15) 
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which characterizes the elements i. E a,:. Equation (15) itself is an 
immediate consequence of (ii) in Lemma 8 and of the symmetry 
p = _ C’.” 
On the other hand, we have 
id’f‘(exp H)l <~~a(,f’)( llH11 + 1 ) ’ dl’nn ’ P ‘2,P)“‘H’ 
- 
(.f’~ ,Y”(K\GJK), HE a+), 
for some (continuous) seminorm (T on .Y”(K’\,,G/K). This follows from (iv) 
in Proposition 3. 
Putting everything together, we obtain 
d2.f‘) d (.4df) (.f E c5”[‘( K\G/K)). 
Remark. In the proof above, we can take 
a(f) = sup (l.YI + 1)” cp”(S) z ” iA~f(x)l, 
,tti,K 
for some s’> 0. 
The injectivity of &? on ,Y’“(K\G/K) is clear, by Theorem 4. So, it 
remains for us to show that .Z: Y”(K\G/K) + JY(a,*)” is surjective and 
that the inverse map is given by (2). Actually, everything (including the 
injectivity of X’) will follow by density from Theorem 2, once we have 
proved the next lemma. 
LEMMA 15. The map 9: 9(aE)tV-t %C’(K\GIK) is continuous, ,/or the 
topologies induced hi, .Y(aP) and .YJ’(K\,GJK). 
The proof of Lemma 15 is really the heart of our paper. It will take up 
the rest of this section. Let ,f be any function in %,“(K\G/K) and let g, 12 
be the corresponding functions in +?F (a)“’ , CY(aF)w respectively, according 
to the commutative diagram 
(12) 
Given a seminorm 0 = o&, on .fP”(K\G/K) we shall find a (continuous) 
seminorm t on Y(a:) such that a(f‘) < z(h). Of course, everything will be 
done independently of the particular ,f we are considering. 
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Let C,‘ = C, lsijll ,, I,, and C,- = G,, 1,11 ,, 1 ij (j = 1, 2, . ..). We shall estimate 
the function 
F(x) = (I.ul + 1)’ q?,,(r) z ” f’(& .u; E) 
first on G; and next on G,; , \G; (.j = 2, 3, . ..). 
All positive constants appearing below may depend on the datum (r, but 
not on .I’ or j. 
(a) From (2) we obtain 
Using (vi) in Proposition 3 and (lo), we deduce that 
for some t, > 0. Since G; is compact, it follows that 
which is obviously dominated (up to a constant >O) by 
for some t, > 0. 
(b) We come now to the crucial point. It consists in estimating F on 
G,; , \G; (j = 2, 3, . ..). 
Srq 1. LetoE%X(R)withw-Oon(-cr_,O]andwrlon[l,+x). 
We introduce the auxiliary function 
Then w,~%‘=(a)~, ui- 1 on C,: , and wi = 0 outside of C,- Moreover, (0, 
and all its derivatives are bounded, uniformly inj. 
Decompose g = w, g + (1 - 0,) g. Let us write g, = (1 - 01,) g and let ,/;, h, 
be the corresponding elements of Kp (K\G/K), Y( a:) “, respectively, 
according to the commutative diagram ( 12). Since o, g has support in C,‘ , 
Proposition 13 tells us that ,f may differ from j; only inside G; 
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Strp 2. Arguing as in part (a), we obtain 
1 f;(n .u; E)I G (,jq),)(.U) q’;p,,. 
It follows that 
for some s, > 0. Here, we have used Step 1 to replace .f‘ by ,t;, (iv) in 
Proposition 3 to estimate (p. and the comparison 
- 
1.’ IlHll <p(H) d c” IIHII (HEa+). 
Step 3. It remains for us to show that, given two integers s?. t, > 0, one 
can find a seminorm 
such that 
for some constant c > 0. This will be done by elementary Fourier analysis. 
Starting from h,(i) = s,, ciH R,(H) L> ‘i’i”, we obtain 
<c, c sup (ljHl( + I)d'"'o+' IlV’g,(H)ll. 
/ =o IlEO f 
Now, we compute the derivatives of g, = (1 -w,) I: by the Leihni: ruk. 
Recall that the function (I -0,) vanishes on C,’ , and is bounded, 
together with all its derivatives, uniformly in j. So, we have 
?:yj@,) < (‘7 i sup (IIHII + 1 )d’m”+’ Ilv’~(H)I/. 
/=o HE,,‘ C,‘, 
Consequently. 
with n=S2+dimn+ 1 
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Starting this time from g(H) = const S,,* &. h(i,) ~“‘l’), we obtain 
=const/,,edj.P(i&) jQ(i/“-c/,)h(E.+i&p)) &1(H). 
for any polynomials P E S( a * ), Q E S(a). Hence, 
which is obviously dominated by c,~~^)~~)(/z), for some t > 0. 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 15. 
4. SOME REMARKS 
(i) The seminorms 
.f’w sup (1x1 + I),’ $Q(s) ?” ld’f(.Y)l, 
ii G 
s. t being any integers 30, are enough to determine the space .iY’P(K\5GIK) 
and its topology. 
Indeed, let ‘YP(K\GIK) be the subspace of % ’ (K’,G/K) defined by these 
seminorms, with the associated topology. Obviously, Y”(K\G/K) c 
‘.YP(K\G/K). We know that 9 is an isomorphism of ,Y”(K’\G/K) onto 
.Y(aP)” (Theorem 1). The proof of Lemma 14 shows that .X maps 
‘.YP(K\G/K) into Y’(a,*)“‘. The identity Yp(K’\G/K) = ‘.Y”(K\GIK) 
follows from the injectivity of .A on L’( K \,,G:‘K) (see Theorem 4). 
(ii) .Yp(K\G/K) is a Frechet algebra, under convolution, and 
-X(.f, * .A) = .H.f’, ‘Kf2 (f;, .~;EY”(K’;G/K)). (16) 
The first assertion, for p = 2, can be proved directly (see [GV, 
Theorem6.1.101). Equation (16) is well known for Vex(K\G/K) and 
extends to YP(K\,G/K) by density. The first assertion, for 0 < p < 2, follows 
then from the case p = 2, Theorem 1, and (i) in Lemma 7. 
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(iii) The definition (11) of the Abel transform ,d makes sense 
for f’~ Yp”( K\G/K) (see [GV, Theorem 6.2.41). .d is a topological 
isomorphism between ,YP( K’\,G/K) and ,S!,,( a) “‘. Moreover, 
.d’(.f‘, * .fi) = .d.f’, * .d.f; (,f‘, . j, E .U”( K\sG/K)). 
This follows from Theorem 1 and Remark (ii) above. 
(iv) The results in this paper extend to reductive groups G in the 
Harish-Chandra class (see [GV, Sect. 2.11). 
The modifications are obvious. We have now G/K = G’,lK’ x V, where 
G’jK’ is a Riemannian symmetric space of the noncompact type and V is 
an Euclidean vector space. Everything splits with respect to this decom- 
position. For instance, the tangent space 5 = 4’0 V, the abelian subspace 
a = a’@ V, the tubes a,* = (a’): @ V, the good convex neighborhoods of the 
origin C,, R = Cl, x (u E V ( I~L’(I 6 R ), etc. 
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Note added in proqf: M. Eguchi (Asymptotic expansions of Eisenstein Integrals and 
Fourier transform on symmetric spaces, J. Func!. Anul. 34 (1979), 167-216) extended the 
analysis in [TV] and obtained a characterization of the Fourier transform of the full L” 
Schwartz spaces on G/K (0 < p < 2). A straightforward although not completely trivial 
adaptation of our arguments leads to a simpler proof of this result too. 
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